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Why did Stalin try to resign 5 times?

Dima Vorobiev

A threat to retire, delivered by a person of undisputed power, is an old and
popular power technique in Russia. It upsets established routines of governance,
and sometimes helps uncover hidden threats to the ruler. You need a good
network of spies and informers to make it work as intended. They would keep
you informed in real time about everything your unsettled sidekicks, aides and
allies undertake just in case you are getting serious. Both those who make most
effort to prepare for your exit and those who just don’t care, may well be your
worst hidden enemies.

Ivan the Great famously did that trick at least twice, first launching his 
 campaign to break his boyar opponents, and later installing a Tatar aristocrat

Sail-Bulat as a nominal monarch. The threat of resignation was several times
successfully used by several Soviet leaders from Lenin to Brezhnev.

Vladimir Putin made the same trick tasking his sidekick Medvedev to keep his
Kremlin chair warm for him, as long as he was required to vacate it under the
Russian Constitution. He found the experience very illuminating, and went
decisively about tightening the screws of government control immediately after
stepping back into the Presidency in 2012.

Everyone knows the game. But some people always get too impatient, excited, or
careless, and burn themselves. Which is why memes like the one below always
start circulating on the social media every time another rumor of our President’s
retirement comes about. The text says “Mean people, I’m leaving you”:
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